
Tokenomics 
CT Cargotrans tokens  

 

Pre-mined total supply on Polygon chain on 7.4.2022. 

Symbol: CT 

Max supply: 100Mio 

Total supply: 100Mio 

Decimals: 8 

Circulating supply: estimated to be approx. 40mio 

Burning mechanism and additional minting - Ecosystem 

We decided that CT token is a deflationary token with no burning mechanism (if we don’t 

decide to offer it on other chain) and no additional minting, if we will ever mint additional 

tokens on other chain, like BNB or some other chain, we will burn the exact amount of CT 

tokens on Polygon chain (and mint the same amount and same decimals for other chain). 

That’s why we decided the unlocking period for inhouse token allocation is set to be partly 

unlocked at blockchain integration for staking distribution and partly unlocked for burning 

reason. According to business & blockchain development we might extend the vesting 

period for inside locked supply in case we do not meet the timetable about listing CT 

Cargotrans tokens on CEX exchange. Since we do not have any intentions to create 

additional supply on other blockchain or on the existing one, and NOT to Burn the existing 

supply of CT tokens at the same time on Polygon chain, CT tokens are pre-defined as a 

deflationary tokens and not inflationary tokens. 

Hash: 0xf95caE9962cfe3DD40b2a96600fAfa02f6F846e4 

 

In-house locked supply - Ecosystem 

Locked supply: 36.9 Mio 1.5-3.5 years (Ecosystem) for burning reason and staking 

distribution and 4.1 MIO (foundation) with vesting period locked for 1 year-3 years,  

 

Total 41 MIO or 41% of total supply. 

Locked 36MIO, locked date: 26.4.22 

 

Unlocked date 1.9.23, 31.8.24, amount 18.4 Mio for each date 

More info: 

https://blockius.io/vault-vesting/0xf95caE9962cfe3DD40b2a96600fAfa02f6F846e4 

 

 

https://blockius.io/vault-vesting/0xf95caE9962cfe3DD40b2a96600fAfa02f6F846e4


 

 

Amount reserved for CT staking solution 

We decided that for staking CT tokens after blockchain integration we are reserving 4.1% of 

total supply and we will distribute it as a reward to CT stake holders with a ROI approx. 3% 

per year but only for 1-4 years or until whole reserved supply for staking will be distributed. 

We are allocating 4.1% of total supply for staking rewards, until the staking reserved supply 

is distributed to CT stake holders, we shall distribute the tokens on a daily, weekly, or 

monthly base, with staking feature to be fixed for up to 180 days as a fix stacking feature. 

Locked 4MIO tokens for staking distribution, locked date: 26.4.22 

Unlocked date 8.4.23, 7.7.23, 5.10.23, amount 1.36Mio for each date, more info: 

https://blockius.io/vault-vesting/0xf95caE9962cfe3DD40b2a96600fAfa02f6F846e4 

 

Private sale, Pre-seed sale, seed phase Vesting period 

Team members and early investors: 65-85% of CT tokens will be locked in a period of 1 to 3 

years, depending on amount invested in pre-seed, seed, and pre-IDO period. 

No of sold CT tokens   Amount & locked period  

0-320K 35% supply available asap 65% 1 year  

320K-1mio, 20% available asap 25% 1 year, 25% 1.5 year, 30% 2 years 

1mio-3 Mio, 15 % available asap 20% 1.5 years, 20% 2 years, 30% 2.5 years, 20% 3 years 

more than 3 Mio, 10% available asap 10% 1.5 years, 20% 2 years, 20% 2.5 years, 20% 3 years 

More info about vesting period and allocation available:  

https://blockius.io/vault?type=vesting 

 

 

Bounty program 

For bounty program we decided that 3% of total supply might or might not be distributed 

for marketing support, opening wallets with CT address, promotion on twitter, Facebook, 

and other social channels with no vesting period. 

 

 

 

 

https://blockius.io/vault-vesting/0xf95caE9962cfe3DD40b2a96600fAfa02f6F846e4
https://blockius.io/vault?type=vesting


 

 

Token allocation estimation 

Founders 2x 3% with vesting period as described at pre-seed sale 

Other Team members, 8% with vesting period as described at pre-seed sale 

Programmers, 5% with vesting period as described at pre-seed sale 

Advisers, 1.5% with vesting period as described at private sale 

Marketing Bounty: 3%, no vesting period 

Administrators and customer support: 3%, no vesting period 

 

Date: 25.4.2022 

Cargotrans 

Nad mlini 58  

8000 Novo mesto 

SLO-Slovenia 

 

 

 

 


